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native z/OS AES encryption and enhanced HFS processing
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Fountain Valley, CA. CASI Software, innovators in the development of IBM z/OS information transformation
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and delivery technologies, today announced the release of JES Mail /JES FTP version 5.0.
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JES Mail and JES FTP transform JES and sequential file report content into PDF, XML, HTML and other
formats; enhance the output with advanced PDF Overlays (forms), encryption and password-protection; and
automatically deliver the results via email, to network servers, or using RSS web feeds. Release 5.0 is both a
roll-up of all software maintenance since v4.8.1 and offers several significant product enhancements.
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Major enhancements in JES Mail /JES FTP 5.0 include: dynamic, intelligent barcoding functions in the
RPL/Script facility; native System z AES encryption to reduce CPU cycles; and expanded HFS/zFS file
processing.
The new dynamic, intelligent BarCode Facility natively generates barcodes using PDF instruction sets and
supports advanced barcoding schemas that require error correction and 2D presentation. This new capability
now supports Code39, Code128, PDF417, USPS and QR style barcodes.
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The enhanced AES encryption support uses new configuration statements to instruct JES Mail/JES FTP to
utilize the native System z compression before encryption to significantly reduce CPU cycles.
Enhanced HFS/zFS file processing (HFSWatch facility) further expands the reach and scope of mainframe
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files and output queues that JES Mail/JES FTP can automatically process, transform, enhance and deliver.
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JES Mail/JES FTP 5.0 is generally available March 31 to all current maintenance customers and can be
downloaded directly from the CASI Software web site (www.casisoft.com). CASI continues to offer free, no
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obligation trials of the full JES Mail/JES FTP product suite and provides proof-of-concept technical support
during the trial period.
Visit www.casisoft.com for more information or contact CASI Software by email at info@casisoft.com or
telephone at 714-378-1109.
* * *
About CASI Software
CASI is a provider of System z information delivery solutions. From the creation of EMS, one of the first mainframe-based
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email and forms management products, to its JES Mail/JES FTP suite for modernizing, securing and delivering mainframe
report content, CASI has over 20 years’ experience providing z/OS innovations that provide both hard dollar cost savings
and productivity improvements. CASI is located in Fountain Valley, CA. More information on CASI and all its products can
be found at www.casisoft.com.
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